DIRECTIONS: Using the information that is given, make conditional sentences. You will have to change the verbs from positive to negative, or negative to positive.

1. The wind is blowing hard now, so I won’t take you for a boat ride later.
   
   If the wind (BLOW) ____________________________, I (TAKE) ___________________________ you for a boat ride.

2. Marie carried heavy books yesterday. Now her back hurts.
   
   If Marie (CARRY) __________________________ heavy books yesterday, her back (HURT) __________________________ now.

3. Jean is working on three assignments right now, so he doesn’t have time to help you.
   
   If he (WORK) __________________________ on three assignments right now, he (HAVE) __________________________ time to help you.

4. I wasn’t working at the animal shelter last Saturday, so I didn’t help your dog.
   
   If I (WORK) __________________________ at the animal shelter last Saturday, I (HELP) __________________________ your dog.

5. The Smiths didn’t arrive on time yesterday because a fallen tree was blocking the road.
   
   The Smiths (ARRIVE) __________________________ on time yesterday if a fallen tree (BLOCK) __________________________ the road.

6. Pattia’s stomach is upset today because she ate too much pizza last night.
   
   Her stomach (BE) __________________________ upset today if she
(EAT) ____________________________ so much pizza last night.

7. Ira and Isis weren't paying attention, so they didn't see the sign marking their exit from the highway.

If they (PAY) ____________________________ attention, they (SEE) ____________________________ the sign.

8. Louise isn't waiting for Doug at school because he called and told her that there had been an emergency at work.

Louise (WAIT, STILL) ____________________________ for Doug if he (CALL) ____________________________ and (TELL) ____________________________ her that there had been an emergency at work.

9. I didn't go to the party last night because I was studying for a math exam.

I (GO) ____________________________ to the party if I (STUDY) ____________________________ for a math exam.

10. Sabrina is failing English this semester because she didn't go to her teacher for assistance when she needed it.

She (FAIL) ____________________________ English if she (GO) ____________________________ to her teacher for help when she needed it.
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